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Abstract
The field of digital image processing plays a prominent role in
academia, security, medicine etc. Although enormous
research have been made in the past years over data hiding in
digital content but secure image transmission is still taken as
one of concerned area in the field of digital image processing,
as reported in the literature the drawbacks such as low
embedding capacity, scope for incidental/ accidental attacks
etc. In our proposed method an analytical approach is
presented where instead of one secret image one can embed
multiple secret images in digital video and the experimental
results shows the good performance as for a color
transformation used a pre-defined skillful technique and for
recovering a secret image relevant recovery data is embedded
to the respected mosaic frame. A secret key is used to enhance
the security. The secret key will generate a random
permutation that is used to permuting the mapping sequence.
So finally, a high equipped secure transmission approach is
presented in this research work for advance security and
better efficiency in digital content.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The greatest technological development in the history is
INTERNET which makes life so easy and advanced, as
many international standards and research organizations
noted INTERNET creates vast amount of space to send
confidential documents of various fields such as medicine,
academia, industries, military etc. The term ‘Digital
multimedia’ has been popular in 21st century because it
sends the prominent information from one entity to
another entity through various channels through web, but
now a day’s creation of illegal data, leaking the data and
misusing the data by some people shows the importance of
protecting the multimedia information more and more.
Even though tremendous progress has been made in past
years to protect the multimedia data but still it is
considered as concerned area in digital multimedia
because most of the work reported in the literature are
failed to meet practical requirements. But, as now a day's
images for various applications such as confidential
enterprise archives, document storage systems, medical
imaging systems, and military image databases are
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transmitted through various communication channels;
there is a need of secure image transmission.
To protect the data so that it can be distributed over the
internet without being error prone, lead to the concept of
information hiding. Information hiding is used in a wide
variety of applications; it can be done in text, audio, video
and multimedia data. There are various techniques for
information hiding such as cryptography, steganography,
digital watermarking. In this paper our focus will be on
steganography. [1]
Here mainly we are concentrating in secret key image and
video steganography. In image steganography [2], Images
are cover object used for steganography. Image files are
used for storing of digital images. An image file may store
data in compressed, uncompressed format. Steganography
algorithm operates on three types of images: Pallete based
images(i.e. GIF images), raw images(i.e BMP format) and
JPEG images. One of the most popular format used on the
internet is JPEG(Joint Photographic Expert Group).
There are many types of cover in which information are
embedded. Some of which are public, another are not.
Always, steganography users discover new type of covers.
Therefore, types of cover cannot be enumerated. In every
day we expect a new type of cover.
In videosteganography, Video files are generally group of
images and sounds, so most of the existing techniques on
images and audio can be applied to video files too. The big
advantages of video are the huge size of data that can be
hidden inside and the fact that it is a moving stream of
images and sounds. Therefore, any small but otherwise
perceptible distortions might go by unobserved by humans
because of the continuous flow of information. Video
steganography uses such as H.264, Mp4, MPEG, AVI or
other video formats. [3]
The proposed work designs a system where, video is used
as a carrier to transfer multiple/ user defined secret images
into a secret-fragment-visible-mosaic frames of the same
size, which has the visual appearance of any freely
selected target frames from the video, without the need of
a database. This makes possible to transfer the secret
images securely in the network as it has an ability of
hiding information in the multimedia to prevent the
detection of secret messages. It is all about secret
communication to hide the secret information from illegal
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user or the third party.This system makes communication
more secure; although the large size images (Up to
resolution 768*1024/ 1024*768 or big size images) have
to transmit.

an N-bit and LSB (Least Significant Bit) substitution
technique which is used as embedding and extraction
method. [9]

3. PROPOSED METHOD
2.RELATED WORK
Video Steganography is a technique to hide any kind of
files into a carrying Video file. The use of the video based
Steganography, could be more eligible than other
multimedia files, because of its size and memory
requirements. [4]
[5]Least significant bit (LSB) is the best method for data
protection. LSB method is very simple and a commonly
used approach for developing Steganography system
because the amount of space that an image can provide for
hiding data will be more comparing with another other
method LSB technique is the easiest way of hiding
information in an image and yet it is effective.
ShengDun Hu et al. [6] described a novel Video
Steganography which can hide an uncompressed secret
video stream in a cover video stream. Both video streams
are of almost the same size. Each frame of the secret video
will be divided into Non-uniform rectangles and the
partitioned codes achieved can be an encrypted edition of
the original frame. These partitioned codes will be
concealed in the Least 4 Significant Bits of each frames of
the cover video. Experimental results illustrate that this
algorithm can hide a same-size video in the cover video
without apparent distortion in the cover video.
Ding-Yu Fang et al. [7] proposed an effective data
hiding approach that embeds data in digital video using
the phase angle of the motion vector of the macro block in
the inter-frame. The method can be useful to either
compressed or uncompressed videos. In this system we
replace the original motion vector with another optimal
motion vector to hide data in the motion vectors in the
inter-frame. Local optimal motion vector saves lots of
computational burdens. The embedded data can be
removed directly without using the original video stream.
The proposed method not only can embed large amount of
data in video but also maintain good video value.
An algorithm is proposed as an efficient approach towards
steganography which describes image as a shared key
between sender and receiver which stores the secured text.
The characters in the text are converted into binary and
then mapped for every pixel value in the image. The
image can be recovered using index array which contains
the indices for hidden data. It is not possible to reconstruct
the image from index array, if eavesdropper has stolen the
information because the shared image is still unknown to
the eavesdropper. A divide and mean method is used to
increase the complexity of index array. [8]
This paper presents a secure data hiding algorithm using
encrypted secret message. By using simple encryption
algorithm and secret key the hidden message is encrypted.
The secret message is embedded before encryption starts a
simple encryption algorithm is used to hide the encrypted
message which makes it impossible for the attacker to
unhide the secret message. In this paper author proposed
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The proposed method is based on secret-fragment-visible
mosaic frame which includes two phases as shown in the
following diagram: 1) Mosaic frames creation and 2)
secret images recovery.
The two phases of this method are: A) in the first phase, a
mosaic frame is yielded, consisting of fragments of an
input secret image with color corrections according to a
similarity criteria based on color variations. The phase
includes six stages: 1) Resize target frame and secret
image to pre-defined image size and divide into blocks
and tiles. 2) Fit the tile images of the secret image into the
target blocks of a preselected target frame. 3)
Transformation of the color characteristic of each tile
image in the secret image to be that of the corresponding
target block in the target frame. 4) Rotation of each tile
image into a direction with the minimum RMSE value
with respect to its corresponding target block; and 5)
generate a random key and encrypt the relevant
information with randomly generated key. 6) Embed
relevant information into the created mosaic frame for
future recovery of the secret image. B) In the second
phase, secret image recovery, the embedded information is
extracted to recover nearly lossless secret image from the
generated mosaic frame. This phase of recovering original
secret image includes four stages: 1) Decrypt mosaic
frame using secret key.2) Extraction of the embedded
information for secret image recovery from the mosaic
frame, and 3) Recovery of the secret image using the
extracted information. 4) Measurement of performance of
the recovered image.

Fig 1:Block Diagram
Fig. 1 shows the block diagram of processing a single
frame of the video. So, the same process is repeating until,
the number of secret images we want transmit are hide/
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embed into randomly selected frames of the video. And
finally all created mosaic frames are restoring in the video
which we are going to transmit to receiver, having a
visual appearance same as that of preselected target video.

4. ALGORITHMS OF THE PROPOSED
METHOD
The detailed algorithms for mosaic frames creation of few
selected frames of a target video and secret images
recovery may now be described respectively as Algorithms
1 and 2.
4.1 Algorithm 1: Creation of video having fewmosaic
frames.
Input: a secret images S, a target video V, & secret key K
Output: Video with few mosaic frames F.
Steps:
Stage1. Selection of few random frames from target
video V.
1. According to the number of secret images we want to
transmit to the receiver, that much of frames are
selected from a target video, randomly.
Then processing is done on one frame from target
video and first secret image want to transmit.
Stage2.Fitting blocks of secret image into target frame
blocks
1. .Change the size of target frame Tand secret image S.
2. Make them identical. (We are resizing both to
768*1024).
3. The first input secret image is divided into
rectangular fragments called tile images.
4. A target frame is selected arbitrarily, and this too
divided into rectangular fragments called target
blocks. (We are taking each block/tile of size 8*8)
5. Compute the means and the standard deviations (SD)
of each tile images and target block, in each of the
three color channels R, G, and B by the following
formulas:

according to the similarity criterion based on color
variations.
10. Create a mosaic frame.
Stage3. Transforming color characteristics of tiles
ofsecret image to the similar blocks of target frame
10. For each mapping from secret tile to target block
calculate the mean and standard deviation.
11. Next, the color characteristic of each tile of secret
image is transformed to be that of the corresponding target
block in the target frame.
Compute new color values (ri'', gi'', bi'') for each piin Z (tile
image)by,

ci'' = qc ( ci - µc) + µc'

(3)

In which qc= σc'/σcis the standard deviation quotient and
c= r, g, or b.
12. If ci’’ > 255 or if ci'' < 0, then change to be 255 or 0.
Stage4. Rotating secret image tiles
For further improvement on the color similarity,
13. Compute the RMSE values
14.Rotate tile imagesinto one of the four directions, 0o,
90o, 180o or 270o, with the minimum RMSE value with
respect to target blocks.
Here, verifies the new color mean andvariance of the
resulting tile image Z' are equal to those of B (target
block), respectively. If yes then, we must say that the
obtained mosaic frame is look similar to that of target
frame.
Stage5. Generate a bit stream

15.For each tile image in F, construct a bit stream M for
recovering Z
i. Rotation angle θ°
ii. Means and
iii. Standard deviation quotients of all three color
channels.
A three-component bit stream of the form,

M = r1r2m1m2...m48q1q2...q21 (4)
16. Generate a total bit stream Mt by concatenating the bit

steams M of all Z in raster-scan order.
Stage6.Generate a random key and embed the secret
image using the key K.
17.Encrypt the generated a bit stream Mt, with randomly
generated Key K called Mt'.
6. In which ciand ci'denote the C-channel values of
pixels pi and pi', respectively, with c= r, g, or band C
= R, G, or B.
7. Compute the average standard deviation.
8. Sort the tile images and target blocks in ascending
order of computed average standard deviation value.
9. Obtained secret tile images are then fit into similar
blocksof the target frame, called target blocks,
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Stage7.Embed information for recovery purpose.
18. Embed the encrypted relevant secret image recovery
information Mt' into obtained mosaic frame F. (Using
DWT technique)
19. Resulted frame is called a Mosaic frame which looks
like the target frame.
Stage8. Creating a transmitting video.
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In this way, the processing is repeated for all remaining
secret images to form mosaic frames.
20. Finally restores the frames into the target video.
21. Resulted video is transmitted to receiver having visual
appearance same as that of preselected target video.
4.1 Flowchart of Creation of Video Having FewMosaic
Frames

4.2 Algorithm 2: Recovery of Secret images
Input: Video with few mosaic frames F and the secret key
Output: the secret images S.
Steps:
The second phase involves, theSecret Image Recovery,
The embedded information we have to extract to recover
nearly lossless secret images from the generated video.
Wehave to do totally inverse procedure, that we done in
mosaic frames creation.
Stage1. Extracting the embedded information
1.Extract bit steam Mt' by using Inverse discrete cosine
transform (Inverse DWT).
2. Decrypt the bit stream Mt' by K into Mt.
3. Decompose Mt into n bit streams i,e, M1 through Mn.
4.Decode M for each tile image to obtain the data items.
(Rotation angle θ°, Means and SD quotients of all
three color channels)
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Stage2. Recovery of secret image
5. Rotate tile in the reverse direction and fit the
resulting block content into T to form an initial tile
image.
6. Use the extracted means and related standard
deviation quotients.
7. Compute the original color values (r i, gi, bi) of pi
from the new ones (ri'', gi’’, bi''), by using the formula
which is inverse form of previous one,

ci= 1\qc (ci'' - µc') + µc

(5)

8. Compose all the final tile images to form the desired
secret image S.
Stage3. Recovery of secret images
9. Repeating the same process of recovery, for all
selected frame numbers of a video to get respective
original secret images from it.
4.2.1Flowchart of Recovery of Secret Images

5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
5.1 Experimental results on single images

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)

(h)

Fig. 2: (a) Target Image (800*600) (b) Secret Image

(400*260) (c) Encrypted Mosaic image which is occurred
using randomly generated secret key. (d) Recovered secret
image using a correct key with RMSE = 3.13529 with
respect to secret image (b). (e), (f) Mosaic images created
with different tile image sizes: 16 × 16, 32 × 32. (g), (h)
Recovered secret image using a correct key with tile image
sizes 16 × 16, 32 × 32 with respect to secret image (b)
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(a)

(b)
(g)

(c)

Fig.4. Two other experimental results of mosaic image
creation and secret image recovery: (a) and (d) Target
images (400*600, 274*406). (b) and (e) Secret images
(385*528, 240*320). (c) and (f) Mosaic images created
from (a) and (b), and (d) and (e), respectively, with tile
size 8 × 8. (g) and (h) Recovered secret images formed
from (c) and (f), respectively.

(d)

(e)

(h)

(f)

(g)

(h)

(a)

Fig.3. some more experimental results of mosaic image

creation and secret image recovery: (a), (c) Target images
(1024*768, 950*534). (b), (d) Secret images (1024*768,
480*320). (e) and (f) Mosaic images created from (a) and
(b), (c) and (d) respectively, with tile size 8 × 8. (g) and
(h) Recovered secret images from (e) and (f) respectively.

(b)
(a)

(d)

(b)

(e)

(c)

(f)

(c)
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(g)

(h)

(d)
Fig.5: Plots of trends of various parameters versus
different tile image sizes (8 × 8, 16 × 16, 32 × 32) with
input secret images shown previously and coming from a
large dataset. (a) MSSIM values of created mosaic images
with respect to target images. (b) RMSE values of created
mosaic images with respect to target images. (c) RMSE
values of recovered secret images with respect to original
ones. (d) MSSIM values of recovered secret images with
respect to original secret images.
5.2 Experimental results on video with multiple secret
images
The proposed method presented analytical approach with
an experimental results, where instead of one secret image
one can hide/ embed multiple secret images in digital
video and the resulted video is look like preselected target
video. An example is shown below as:

(a)

(i)

Fig.6: (1) (a),(c),(e),(g),(i) Selected frames from video.
(here these selected frame numbers are 22, 55, 70, 95, 100
respectively). (2) (b),(d),(f),(h),(j) Created mosaic frames
of respective selected frames.
Fig 6 shows the experiment on digital video. As per the
proposed method here a five sample secret images are
hided in any randomly selected five frames of freely
selected target video. Specifically, Video Parameters are:
15.00 frames per second, RGB24 160x120 and 120 total
video frames available.As shown in fig 6 (1) selected
frame numbers are 22, 55, 70, 95, 100 respectively.
Again, Fig 6 (2) shows the respected mosaic frames
created from preselected frames of video, after process of
mosaicing.
Fig 7 (1) shows secret image samples which we want to
transmit securely to the receiver. Fig 7 (2) shown the
recovered secret images from received video.

(b)

(a)

(c)

(e)

(j)

(b)

(d)
(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(f)
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(g)

(h)

(i)

(j)

Fig.7: (1) (a),(c),(e),(g),(i) the Secret images we want to
transmit securely having resolutions 1024*768, 1024*683,
1600*1200, 1024*768, 1024*768 respectively. (2) (b),
(d),(f),(h),(j) Recoverd secret images from received video.

(d)
Fig 8: Plots of trends of various parameters versus
different tile image sizes (8 × 8, 16 × 16, 32 × 32) with
input secret images shown previously and coming from a
large dataset. (a) RMSE values of created mosaic frames
with respect to selected frames from target video. (b)
MSSIM values of created mosaic frames with respect to
selected target frames. (c) RMSE values of recovered
secret images with respect to original ones. (d) MSSIM
values of recovered secret images with respect to original
secret images.

(a)

Fig9. Simulation result of sending number of secret
images through freely selected target video

(b)

Fig 8 shows plot of RMSE and MSSIM parameters versus
different tile image sizes (8 × 8, 16 × 16, 32 × 32). It gives
RMSE and MSSIM values of recovered secret images with
respect to original secret images and also created mosaic
frames with respect to selected frames from target
video.Fig 9 shown the simulation result of transmitting
target video which look like preselected target video and
from which, we are sending number of secret images
through randomly selected target frames.

6. SECURITY CONSIDERATIONS

(c)
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To increase the security level of transmission of secret
images through digital video, the embedding information
for later recovery is encrypted with a secrete key. Only a
person at receiver side, who has the correct key can able to
decode the secret images. A third person may try for all
possible permutations of tile images in the mosaic frame
to get secret images back. But as the number of all
permutations here is equal to n!×thenumber of secret
images we are hided /embedded.Hence, the probability for
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his/her to guess the correct permutation is Inverse of that
multiplied factor, which is a small value. So, the use of
large n and more number of secret images we want to
transmit,should increase the security of the proposed
method. Furthermore, even if one happens to guess the
permutation correctly, still the third person doesn't know
the correct parameters of recovering the original color
appearance of the secret images as, thoseinformation
about parameters for color recovery is encrypted as a bit
stream using a secret key. In the extreme case, if he/she
will observe the content of the mosaic frame with correct
permutation, we again used the key to randomize
important information of secret images, before
transforming the secret images into mosaic frames. So,
finally only authorized users having the key can know the
correct secret images while an attacker can't. Again, the
main importance is, this algorithm also resist in puzzle
solving algorithms.

Table 2: Shows the values of quality metrics' values of
recovered images with respect to secret images at different
tile image sizes (8 × 8, 16 × 16, 32 × 32).

7. QUALITY MEASUREMENT
The quality of the mosaic images/ frames and the
extracted secret images is determined by calculation of
certain quality measurement metrics. These metrics gives
the comparison ratio between the original image and the
modified image. The quality may be assessed on the basis
of these values. The metrics used in this paper are as
RMSE and MSSIM.
The table 1 depicts the quality metrics'like RMSE (Root
mean square error) and MSSIM (Metric of mean
structural similarity index) values of mosaic images/
frames with respect to target images/ frames at different
tile image sizes (8 × 8, 16 × 16, 32 × 32). Below table
gives the analytical values of figures 2, 3(a), 3(c), 4(a),
4(d) and frames of video1 figure 6 which are shown
above. One more videos (sample video 2) analytical values
are also mentioned.
Table 1: Shows the values of quality metrics' values of
mosaic images/ frames with respect to target images at
different tile image sizes (8 × 8, 16 × 16, 32 × 32).

8. CONCLUSIONS
Although tremendous progress has been made in the past
decade on digital image processing domain, but still
secure image transmission is an area of concern. In
literature vast amount of research has been made on
secure image transmission but still the secret image size
and data embedding capacity was the problems need to
resolve. In this analytical work, a new approach is
presented where the secret images having resolutions up
to 768 * 1024/ 1024 * 768 or big size images are made
possible to hide, and again instead of single secret image
we hide/ embed multiple secret images into a video, to
increase the payload capacity and to resolve the problem
of hiding large size secret images. The novel thing is,
after performing the entire task, theprocessed digital video
looks like a preselected target video. By this work one can
send the confidential data through internet hassle free.
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